SUCCESS IN STEM

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, & MATH

WHAT
WELCOME SOCIAL

WHEN
November 12, 2020
5:00 p.m.

WHERE
Zoom
Register here:
https://tinyurl.com/istem2020

LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT ISTEM CAN OFFER YOU!

HTTPS://WWW.EIU.EDU/CLAS/ISTEM.PHP

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

WHAT IS ISTEM?

iSTEM stands for Inclusion in STEM. iSTEM brings together students from underrepresented groups in the STEM disciplines and faculty committed to encouraging and empowering these students.

AGENDA
- Learn about iSTEM mentoring program
- Meet potential mentors
- Meet other STEM students

CONTACT
Kirstin Duffin
iSTEM Co-director
Booth Library
kduffin@eiu.edu

Vernon Woodley
iSTEM Co-director
SOC, ANT, & CRM Dept.
vawoodley@eiu.edu